CONSTRUCTION ALERT

PHYSICS BUILDING RENOVATION – CLOSING OF REAR R-2 PARKING LOT

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

- Jamerson-Lewis Construction will be installing gates and existing bollards for construction and emergency vehicle access only to the rear R-2 parking lot behind Physics. The parking lot will be closed to pedestrians starting Monday, May 20th and return to service on Friday, August 16th. This closure is to complete utility work, hard scape, curb/sidewalk and paving scope for Phase 3.

BACKGROUND:

- The Physics Building is currently undergoing a comprehensive renovation of the 1954 building with a modest single story ALM classroom addition on the roof of the 1980s addition. All major MEP and life safety systems will be replaced and upgraded to meet code, the building envelope will be renewed with new windows and repointing. The construction will occur in three phases while the building is partially occupied. Construction completion is expected Fall 2024.

ISSUED BY:

Taryn Spence | Sr. Project Mgr. | CC&R | tsh2n@virginia.edu | 434-872-3154
Keith Payne | Sr. Construction Administration Mgr. | CC&R | skp3g@virginia.edu | 434-531-0311

END of ALERT